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The following document consists of information given for discussion

purposes only and does not represent investment advice of any kind.

Furthermore, it does not constitute an offer to sell shares or securities

nor does it constitute a solicitation to buy such shares or securities.

Information found within is not intended to influence any investment

decision nor should it be the basis of an investment decision of any kind. 

CryptoMeth is not an investment advice firm. Please note that this

document does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an

offer to buy, for any person for whom it may be unlawful to participate

in a token sale. Those for whom it is unlawful to participate should not

participate. Consult with your own lawyer or accountant to determine

whether it is lawful for you to participate in this token sale. This

document should in no way be construed as being intended to create a

contract for investment. 

This document may be revised, with the newest edition always

appearing on our website. For each revision cycle, we will provide

notes on what has changed the justification for the change. Updated

versions of this document may contain information which may override,

clarify or contradict previous editions, in which case the latest version

should be considered the most accurate and up to date. Versions which

are found outside of the official CryptoMeth website may contain out-of-

date or inaccurate information. The most up-to-date version of this

document can be located online at cryptometh.net

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
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Introduction

CryptoMeth is a frictionless, yield-generating contract on the

Binance Smart Chain network. The mission of CryptoMeth is to

effectively raise funds for gambling and meth addiction recovery

centers around the world while appreciating in value for our

holders and investors.

Owning CryptoMeth tokens will provide holders with: 
1. The opportunity to vote on which gambling and meth

recovery centers we donate to 

2. The opportunity to vote on and control special awareness

campaigns for meth and gambling addiction. 

3. Enter competitions to win special memorabilia and prizes

related to the hit TV show, Breaking Bad.

DR .  SONNENBERG -  CEO

DR .  MCDOWSTEIN -  CTO

DR .  NIRO -  MARKETING

DR .  JOE -  INFLUENCER

MARKETING

FOUNDERS

DEV TEAM

Names are pseudonyms. Development team will consider fully doxxing thmseles but must first
secure legal counsel as they may live in a country with regulations relating to the sale of

cryptocurrency. 



CryptoMeth has a 10% fee on all transactions. 5% of this fee will

be supplied and locked into PancakeSwap to increase liquidity.

3% will be set aside and added to the charity wallet. 2% will be

redistributed to holders of CrystalMeth rewarding long-term

investing. Funds for liquidity will be supplied at 500B METH to

promote long-term appreciation.  

22% of all tokens were burned on launch. A portion of the

reaming 78% was divided (see chart for percentages) between a

charity wallet,  marketing wallet, dev wallet and circulating

supply on launch. A fair sale was held on DxSale. The Dev wallet

is locked for 420 weeks and the charity wallet will be sold in

increments of 100B METH. Marketing funds will unlock 1% every 2

weeks. LP tokens are locked.

Tokenomics
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Road Map
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INITIAL INVESTMENT BUDGET 

4  MONTH ROADMAP

~Initial Market Cap

MAY
TOKEN LAUNCH,

INFLUENCER

PARTNERSHIPS ACQUIRED.

HYPE MACHINE ACTIVATE

JUNE
$WHITEBIT LISTING

DELTA LISTING

BLOCKFOLIO LISTING

MACRO MARKETING

JULY
CELEBRITY

ENDORSEMENT ,

PARTNERSHIPS ,

METH NFTS ,

DAILY CLUBHOUSE 

AUGUST MEDIA KIT DEVELOPED .

MEET WITH LOCAL NEWS .

BILLBOARD

~$80,000


